Super Tots “At-Home-Work”
Hi everyone! This week our theme is weather. If possible, go outside
and enjoy the weather in your yard. Talk about the different kinds of
weather and ask what your child’s favorite kind of weather is. Take a
little time each day to practice writing their name and recognizing the
letters and numbers. Have fun and don’t forget to
read a book together every day!
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday
Rainbow write your
name with six

*Number 16

*Letter S

*Number 16

–How many things can
you find in your
house that start with
the letter S?

–make a pattern
writing the number 16
with 2 different
colors; Red 16, blue
16, red 16, blue 16.

- Play “I spy something
that starts with the
letter S” game.

–Draw a picture and put
16 clouds in your sky.

Bubble play

Weather
observation

Count to 16

–Put shaving cream on
top of a glass filled with
water (2/3) full. Drop
food color on top. Wait
for the rain to come
through.

*Letter S

–Check the weather
every day and mark it
on your weather
chart.

Weather chart
–you can use a paper
plate divide it into
four. Draw and color
rain, clouds, wind and
sun. Use a paper clip
to mark the weather.

-Find something to
count around your
house; chairs,
pictures, pennies,
stuffed toys, it can be
anything. Practice one
to one
correspondence.

-2 cups warm water,
1/3cup Dawn dish
soap, ¼ cup corn syrup.
Slowly stir ingredients
together in a
container with a lid.
Let rest. Try using
bent wire, strawberry
baskets, straws or jar
rings as bubble wands.

Shadow drawing

Wind sock

–trace the shadow
made by the sun.

Cloud science

Rain name cloud

different colors; red,
orange, yellow, green,
blue and purple

Go on a rainbow
scavenger hunt
Find something red.
Find something yellow.
Find something orange.
Find something green.
Find something blue.
Find something purple.
Name a fruit that is
red.
Name an animal that is
yellow.
Name a vegetable that
is orange.
Name a plant that is
green.
Name a flower that is
purple.
Name something
outside that is blue.

Paint or color a
rainbow
–don’t forget to add all
the colors.

For other fun activities visit scholastic.com
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